KH 9 – Se m i - Aut oma t ic Ca rbine
A unique DA/SA action carbine

KH9 - Semi-Automatic
Caliber:

9 x 19 mm

Length:

402 mm / 631 mm

Weight:

2,5 kg

Barrel Length:

153 mm

Color:

Flat Black

The KH9 looks rather unique and that is because it is rather special… The weapon is composed of several
designs that have been beautifully enhanced with well thought out Swiss engineering innovations to make
what we believe is a very interesting, fun and safe little carbine to shoot.
The weapon is all alloy with very little polymer so it will provide many years of service. The most unique feature on the KH9 is that the trigger system that is just like one would find on a DA/SA pistol such as a SIG226
pistol. A weapon like this has wide acceptance and a very good safety record on the range or in the field. A
DA/SA gun is always ready to fire as soon as the trigger is pulled with no need to disengage a safety. DA/
SA guns are also very easy to shoot with proper instruction and training. While opponents like to complain
on the long, heavy first shot they seem to forget about the long string of shorter, light follow up shots. Let‘s
compare with a SIG226. The trigger pull of the first shot is 4.5 kgs (44 N) and all the subsequent pulls of the
trigger are 2.0 kgs (20 N) until the weapon is empty or decocked. The KH9 however has a manly almost 10
kg (99 N) DA first trigger pull and all the subsequent SA pulls of the trigger are of a delightful and pleasant
0.9 kgs (8.8 N).
The gun itself is produced of more than 80% high-strength alloy. This makes the gun handy, durable and very
easy to shoot. The foldable stock makes the KH9 a very compact and easy to transport weapon. It uses the
same reliable and time tested magazines as the MP9 and APC9 in 15, 20, 25 and 30 round sizes. There is
a cocked weapon indicator on the left side that will indicate to the operator that the weapon is cocked and
ambidextrous decocking lever.The weapon has no safety just like all other DA/SA weapons.
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KH 9 – Va r i a ti o ns a nd Acces s or ies
In addition to the standard KH9 version B&T offers several other interesting variants.
KH9-EX - This is the KH9 with the B&T designed extendable stock. This stock design provides a more
stable shooting platform and a very compact package.

KH9-EX
Caliber:

9x19 mm/9x21 mm

Length:

TBA

Weight:

2,8 kg

Barrel Length:

153 mm

Availability:

Summer 2016

KH9-EX with
CQB QD Suppressor

Accessories - Included with the KH9 package is a singlepoint sling, polymer transport case,
owner’s manual and one magazine (size depending on country). B&T also offers a wide range of
accessories, 3 different suppressors, various tactical lights, front handgrips, magazines of 15, 20, 25
and 30 round capacity. There is even an adapter to use the 50 rounds M31 Soumi magazine.
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